Abstract-Today, the world is increasingly awash in more and more unstructured data, not only because of the Internet, but also because data that used to be collected on paper or media such as film, DVDs and compact discs has moved online [1]. Most of this data is unstructured and in diverse formats such as e-mail, documents, graphics, images, and videos. In managing unstructured data complexity and scalability, object storage has a clear advantage. Object-based data de-duplication is the current most advanced method and is the effective solution for detecting duplicate data. It can detect common embedded data for the first backup across completely unrelated files and even when physical block layout changes. However, almost all of the current researches on data de-duplication do not consider the content of different file types, and they do not have any knowledge of the backup data format. It has been proven that such method cannot achieve optimal performance for compound files.
I. MOTIVATION Limited storage capacity are increasingly becoming the bottleneck of IT systems. There are two main reasons: first, the information revolution have led to far more data than in the past, all the time produced a flood of new data; second, With the calculation and storage capacity increase, people tend to permanently save all the data, Physical capacity must be purchased for all allocated storage. In this trend, more and more computer storages bear the pressure, in order to save huge amounts of data while in storage on the input costs, often has come to a shocking degree. To address these problems, data deduplication technology is used to effectively reduce the duplication of user data in the daily backup, so backup data is greatly reduced [2, 3] .
Broadly speaking, there are three approaches to how data can be de-duplicated. They are file level data deduplication, block-level data de-duplication and object level data de-duplication.
File-level de-duplication is the most basic form of deduplication, which can identify identical files and store them only once. Also known as Single Instance Storage, this is also perhaps the easiest approach to implement. The weak point is that if you change the file by even a single byte, the entire file needs to be stored again [4] . If you change a file and save it with a different name, the entire file will also be backed up again. This happens more often that one may think.
Disk-based backup technology commonly used blocklevel data de-duplication technology, same block from different files stored only once. Block-level deduplication generally includes three steps: chunking, compute the hash, find and store the unique chunk data. Block-level data de-duplication technology partition the backup file into multiple data chunks, and identify duplicate chunks by comparing their fingerprints, which are hash values computed by hash function. If find the same data chunk, then insert a pointer to the index node of the backup file which point to the data chunk already stored; only non-repeated data chunk can be stored. The biggest difference in the implementation of current block de-duplication technologies is the use of fixed size data chunks versus variable sized data chunks and the use of sliding windows to define the address of common chunks versus using fixed offsets to define the address of a chunk. Fixed-sized data chunking refers to partition files into fixed-sized data chunks, the chunk size is always equal to the physical block size of storage devices, for example, 8KB, 16KB and so on; To tolerate shifted contents, variable-sized chunking is a way of breaking a file into a sequence of chunks so that chunk boundaries are determined by the local contents of the file. This is in contrast to using fixed size chunks [5] . The Basic Sliding Window Algorithm [6] is the prototypical variable sized chunking algorithm.
The most useful area for file-level and block-level deduplication implementation is in backup workflows where the same exact set of files are archived routinely and there is a relatively low change rate in the files. In these workflows, the files are backed up regardless of whether they have changed or not, so it is highly likely that there is a very high level of commonality between many blocks from one backup to another. In general, these techniques work well for text based or simple content and do not work very well for compound file formats and workflows. Furthermore, in online versioning schemes such as snapshots or in backup workflows where only the modified files are backed up, there is a very low likelihood of finding common blocks. In such schemes, block de-duplication schemes will not yield any benefit and existing technologies for online archives (backups), snapshots and mirroring become expensive.
This paper presents an object-based data deduplication solutions to existing problems. In our proposed system, after file type detection, we will first extract objects from files. According to the size and content of the object, Object_ID are then obtained by applying hash function. The object resolver is a central point for managing all the metadata and indexes for all the objects. The advantage of object based data deduplication is that even if the physical layout of a file changes -which can happen with a simple save operation -the logical objects can still be detected and stored only once. Unlike file level and block level technologies, object-based de-duplication chunks the file into well known logical objects like images, paragraphs, worksheets, slides, etc.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In many cases, because the same files or different versions of the information are used, the name and location of the objects are same in compound files. Alternatively, the creation of relevant documents is unknown, so, we will first parse the file before extraction of objects. Accordingly, the system architecture design is shown in figure 1 . 
A. File Parser
The system will parse a file to determine if it is compound or primitive and determine the file type and attributes. It will determine the boundaries of the primitive objects within the compound file.
We divide file into two categories: compound objects and atomic objects. Among them, the compound of object encapsulates a number of other objects, such as ZIP files, PPT files, word documents. They are typically encoded representations of the union of their contained objects. File extension name may be as many as 20 kinds, file encoding format may be more than 10 species. Primitive objects are the most basic representations of discrete data structures such as images, executable files, etc.
B. Object Extractor
Define abbreviations and acronyms the first time they are used in the text, even after they have been defined in the abstract. Abbreviations such as IEEE, SI, MKS, CGS, sc, dc, and rms do not have to be defined. Do not use abbreviations in the title or heads unless they are unavoidable.
• Step 1:extract objects For atomic objects, such as JPEG images, CAD drawings, AVI clips, etc. you can go directly to step 2; For the compound file, they differ in the specific document headers that they used to identify the encoded sections and objects. The object extraction process is recursive, that is, a recursive process as layer after layer is uncovered until the lowest level atomic object is uncovered. Some compound file does not include clear rules elements as HTML tags, such as PPT files. So for different types of compound documents, objects should be extracted using different algorithms. Sometimes, the analysis by analyzing the header may be done, and by analyzing file header to determine the potential combination of objects and object code format. For example, TIFF images have specific header information to describe the representation of the image and compression algorithm that may have been used.
• Step 2: compute objects fingerprints With collision-resistant hash function, such as SHA-1, for each atomic object is assigned a globally unique 160-bit identifier called an object ID (Object Identifier). Fingerprint is the start of the 32-bit bytes, the size of the object. Size does not bother to get the object, and objects of different sizes is clearly not the same. The remaining contents of the object by 128-bit hash function to calculate the running. Object ID is not only used for verification, but also a unique virtual address as an object for a given request and locate objects, namely the use of the underlying storage mechanism for storing objects based on object fingerprint, and use that name to retrieve them, the actual storage and we have no relationship.
C. Duplicate object resolver
The duplicate object resolver mediates access to all the objects and is a central point for managing all the metadata and indexes for all the objects. The resolver knows the total set of objects. All objects are addressable by their IDs which is unique in the universe. The resolver is a singleton object which may be created in multiple threads or processes and accesses the same underlying data storage and synchronization engine. The resolver provides the following services:
1) Metadata Services
The metadata is an abstract concept that can exist independently from the data itself. There are many variations that can be made for each object, and each object requires different parameters. Rather than having different constructors for each object type, the resovler maintains consistency and flexibility by following a very simple pattern:
• We term metadata to be a set of statements about objects, expressed in triple notations (Subject, Attribute, Value), where Subject is the object_ID the statement is made about. An Attribute can be any kind of value or relationship, such as the size of a object, a file number where the object is extracted from, or the timestamp, etc. A Value is the value of the attribute, which is either some textural value, or another object_ID. All metadata reduce to the triple representation.
• Using this system, we are able to store arbitrary attributes about any object. The triple shows that the object has all these attributes and their values. We call these ''relations'' or ''facts''. As follows, Obj represents global object domain.
• This flexibility allows duplicate objects to use the same metadata, and allows different storage strategies according to different types of objects, while allowing third parties to extend type of object properties, or to introduce a new type to improve de-duplication efficiency.
• The duplicate object resolver construct the object index tree based on these facts and relation, and stores object metadata in triple storage format. This includes setting, adding and resolving attributes for a given object_ID.
2) Object index and object de-duplication services
First, it must be noted that comparison for the two objects must have the same encoding format, otherwise, you can not be compared for the same , but can only make approximate comparison. Encoded files have this property: any two documents appears to be similar or the same information, may be represented by totally different bit on the storage medium. Most General compound file using different coding schemes [7] . Thus, we should compare duplicate objects based on the object content encoding format.
Indexing plays an important role in de-duplication process. In this work, the duplicate object resolver try to build and search the B+ tree like structure for object indexing (see section 4), to identify two or more duplicate atomic objects from one or more files.
III.OBJECT EXTRACTION GRANULARITY
Two similar large objects perhaps contain only one byte of different content in large body of data, but this will prevent de-duplication due to hash code index method. Therefore, you can choose object de-duplication granularity based on object type during the de-duplication processing. We classify the object content type into text, images, audio, video and executable programs. Here we introduce object size threshold. The object size threshold can be used as the basis for object extraction.
The method for determining the object size threshold :
A. Generate a sample files collection Generate a sample files collection in the storage pool: we randomly select backup file set for 1 to 2 times from backup systems as sample files collection, placed in the storage pool.
B. Sample objects classification
The system extracts and analyzes objects according to different file types, the sample objects has the same type is placed in the same collection.
C. Determine the range of candidate size thresholds
Objects of different size is clearly not the same. According to the distribution of object size, supposing there are n objects in the sample object collection, the size distribution of objects in the collection is represented by a collection of S: Determine the range of candidate size thresholds:
To consistent with the specified minimum average block size 256B in backup system, the candidate thresholds meet the following value conditions ((3)~(6)): 
D. Generate object size thresholds
For various types of objects in the sample collection, the system traverses the range of candidate thresholds for each candidate threshold. If an object size larger than the candidate threshold, it will be divided into smaller objects by the threshold value. Then we calculate data compression ratio called DCR generated by the candidate threshold value. We calculate the DCR by the following equation:
Where, : Initial Dedup_ObjTS is the total amount of data after de-duplication based on the size of original objects; Dedup_ObjTS is the total amount of data after deduplication based on the candidate threshold value.
Candidate threshold that produced the maximum DCR will be selected as the size threshold for particular object type.
E. Save threshold
We establish one mapping relationship between each type of object and the corresponding size threshold, and save into the object-type threshold library.
IV. OBJECT INDEX MECHANISM
In the de-duplication system, the data block comparison is operation of the highest frequency, because the most important task in de-duplication is to compare all the data blocks to determine whether the data has been stored. Traditional method of comparing the data block, generally use the hash value database approach to retain each block a unique hash value. But the complexity of the hash query is generally linear or logarithmic order, that is, With the expansion of data size, the efficiency of the data block comparison will be gradually reduced. In largescale de-duplication system, this will cause great impact on the system, and lead to lower the system operating efficiency. Therefore, how to use a fast data comparison technology to make the data comparing efficiency has nothing to do with the size of backup data, to improve the operating efficiency of large-scale backup systems, is the main problem in the data de-duplication system [8, 10] .
Our proposed object index mechanism for data deduplication is based on B + tree index structure. The optimal search time is O (log n), which is more efficient than the full indexing O(n). The duplicate object resolver constructs the index tree according to the extracted object fingerprint and object information. By using the advantage of B+ tree properties, all the number of nodes in the left and right sub-trees of non-leaf node are balanced. Comparing with binary search in contiguous memory space, its advantage is to change the B+ tree (insert and delete nodes) do not need to move the large segment of the memory data, or even usually a constant overhead.
Proposed indexing mechanism is shown in the figure2, which Object_ID is object identifier, Object_IDn's MetaData is the metadata for particular object, Objectn is the content of the object. In the path of an object index contains the following types of nodes:
A. Object index node
Object index node is constituted by the object identifier （ Object_IDn ） . Objects in each node are ordered according to their size.
B. Object metadata node
The metadata maintain the object identifier, object size, object type, object encoding format, the object's location in the document, etc., which are stored in the form of the triple. Object metadata can be stored in an external SQL server.
C. Object Relation node
Object Relation node is used to describe the relationship between two objects. Relations stored in a file format that contains the object hash code and the filename on each line. In practice, it is much more efficient to refer to the filename and its long directory path via a short index number into a separate table of filenames stored in a database [9] .
Multiple file number referring to identical object are listed out with the first file number that contains object that have been stored, and the second file number that contains duplicate object, followed by the identical object fingerprint. In fact, the relation nodes implicitly include the file-file similarity pairs as desired. In the future, we can use the well-known union-find algorithm to determine clusters of interconnected files. We then can compare the similarity of the files.
D. Object Content node
Object Content node is used to store the contents of the object.
V. OBJECT DE-DUPLCIATION PROCESS
For different file types, such as .pdf, .word, .ppt, .txt, and zip, rar, tar, etc., perform the following steps:
• Step1: Accept input file;
• Step2: Analysis of file types; Step3: Extract objects from files, and compute Object_IDs;
• Step4: Check whether duplicate objects exist or not by comparing object fingerprints composed by object size and hash code with efficient object indexing mechanism; • Step5: If the object is duplicate, update object relation node. Otherwise, insert the object index node and metadata, then store the new data. The figure3 to figure5 show the object de-duplication process, the example include a PDF file (as File237 shown in the figure3) and a PPT file(as File169 shown in the figure3). The contents boxed by a dashed line represent a unit able to be treated as an independent object. As shown , Object a, b, c and d are extracted from the file (brackets is object size in bytes). Content hash is calculated for each object.
Assume that the system has stored the objects in the file237. Before inserting objects in file169, structure of the object index tree is shown in figure4. File169 contains two duplicate objects, the object index tree after insert operation is shown below: It can be seen from above example:object based deduplication can detect common embedded data across unrelated files and even when physical block layout changes. However, block level de-duplication has no idea where a logical object begins and where it ends. As a result, the chunking process will split the images in files. Due to different positions of the image, duplicate data will not be detected at all.
VI.EVALUATION
This paper mainly focuses on one evaluation aspect for data backup: the de-duplication ratio archived by our proposed method. We chose 2 representative data sets: one was a collection of compound files, a compound file often contains text, figures, audio or video clips. The details of data set1 are described in Table 1 . In Table1, #of files represents the number of files.; and the other was a collection of source code, source code are typically versioned, this data set consisted of 450 versions from 1.2.1 to 2.5.75, the total size is 26GB.
We use the two data sets and four full backups for our evaluations. We performed three different de-duplication: file-level de-duplicaiton, block-level de-duplication and object-level de-duplication. SHA-1 is used as our hash algorithm. It generates 160 bit fingerprint for each file, chunk or object. Block level deduplication will start with a fixed size block, we chose 16KB. The experiment results are showed in figure6 and figure 7.
We can draw a few of conclusions from the results : The improvements to each data set are different. Object based data de-duplication can effectively improve the data de-duplication ratio to dataset1. This is because the object based data de-duplication can mainly improve the de-duplication ratio of unstructured data sets. According to our experiments, the improvements to data sets 2 are not obvious than block-level and file-level de-duplication.
Note that , our evaluation currently is not a production quality storage deduplication system but rather a research prototype. Hence, our experiment results should not used for absolute comparison with other storage de-duplication systems. We will do more comprehensive experiments in our future work, especially for data index and metadata management.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Existing file and block-based data de-duplication technology is very suitable for text and simple content, but not for compound documents. This paper proposes an object-based de-duplication framework and an efficient object index mechanism to speed up the searching facility to identify duplicate objects. It can detect common embedded data for the first backup across completely unrelated files and even when physical block layout changes. As a result, object-based de-duplication provides the best efficiency for compound files vs. block based de-duplication.
Future work includes: a) Implementing the framework; b) Improving the processing speed by move most computations to the graphic processing unit(GPU), which we expect will reduce the time spent on intensive computations such as object extraction and computing the fingerprints. Deduplication Ratios fixed-block whole file object Figure 7 . De-duplicaiton efficiency comparison of data set2
